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Abstract

In this work the discharge process of a fire extinguishing agent through a
pipe is studied. Particularly, Halon 1301 is considered, an halocarbon that is
introduced in bottles pressurized by nitrogen. Nitrogen dissolves in Halon at
high pressure, so the bottle contains a multicomponent liquid. Moreover, the
discharge process typically entails phase change leading to three different dis-
charge steps with complex governing equations. Therefore the driven forces
of each case are analysed and a simplified model is proposed. The results
given by the developed model are validated with numerical and experimen-
tal data provided by NASA [D.G. Elliott et al. Flow of Nitrogen-Pressurized
Halon 1301 in Fire Extinguishing Systems, JPL Publication 84 (1984) [15]],
consisting of a discharge of Halon 1301 and nitrogen mixture through a noz-
zle of reduced length. Finally, numerical results corresponding to a case of
practical application are shown, and a parametric study is presented.

Keywords: Halon, Multicomponent mixture, Multiphase flow, Fire
extinguishing systems

1. Introduction1

The problem of choosing the optimum fire extinguishing system for a2

specific situation has been widely analysed in the aviation industry [2]. This3

is because the extinguishing agent has to be selected taking into account4

several features as effectivity, damage to electronic equipment and toxicity.5

The prime example are the Halons, chemical compounds that are derived6

from methane.7
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Halogenated agents were developed in the late nineteenth century with8

the first of the agents, Halon 104 [5]. As time has passed, several different9

Halons have been proposed, specially during World War II. In 1947, Purdue10

University conducted several tests to study the effectiveness of sixty fire ex-11

tinguishing agents, most of them Halons, and concluded that the effectiveness12

in fire extinction properties increases with an increase in molecular weight13

[25]. Moreover, the number of potential agents was reduced to four: Halon14

1201, Halon 1211, Halon 1301 and Halon 2402.15

Halon 1301 and 1211 have been by far the most employed Halons, spe-16

cially nitrogen-pressurized Halon 1301. Developed in a joint venture between17

the U.S. Army and DuPont in 1954, despite its high cost, it is more effective18

and less toxic than Halon 1211. Like other Halons, it is not corrosive to19

modern construction materials, which makes it suitable for sensitive com-20

puter and electronics equipment.21

However, the 1987 Montreal Protocol represented a turning point for22

the extinguishing agents, as those that contribute to the ozone depletion,23

including Halons, started to be banned. Halon production ceased in 199424

[17], but, although several alternatives are under analysis, it is still widely25

used by the aeronautical industry as fire extinguishing agent [16].26

At present, most of the fire extinguishers that are used have been val-27

idated by means of experiments. Since the available amount of Halons is28

reduced, experiments are expensive. In addition, if an important modifica-29

tion is required in the compartments where fire extinguishers are located, it30

is not simple to predict the adjustments needed to certify new configurations.31

This is the reason why it is necessary to develop mathematical models capa-32

ble of predicting the values of the thermodynamic properties at the exit of33

the system, which often consists of a bottle joined to a pipe.34

To the authors knowledge, the first article related to the simulation of35

Halon discharge was published by NASA [15]. In that work, the authors36

considered the temporal and spatial evolution of the discharge of a nitrogen-37

pressurized vessel through a pipe, and three different discharge steps were38

identified: as a liquid during initial instants, as a two-phase mixture at in-39

termediate times, and finally, as a gas. It was also confirmed that nitrogen40

dissolves in Halon, so the three fluids are multicomponent. Moreover, an ho-41

mogeneous model was proposed, whose accuracy is remarkable in the studied42

experimental cases. Nevertheless, the underlying physics is not considered in43

detail, as the thermodynamic properties of the model are mainly based on44

empirical correlations. As a result, there is a high uncertainty in the validity45
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of that model in different conditions that the ones considered there.46

Other studies have been based on analytical models [9] and commercial47

software [21, 22]. Its accuracy is questionable, since important simplifications48

are shown in terms of thermodynamics, and no experimental comparison is49

available. Another noteworthy work has been focused on both mathematical50

modeling and experimental results [32]. The authors make use of the RELAP51

solver [14], widely used by the nuclear industry in the analysis of water-steam52

systems. The extension to halogenated mixtures is done with the aid of REF-53

PROP database [19]. The combination of both programs results in a more54

robust model than the previous ones, as less correlations are needed. Despite55

the fact that the obtained results match notably the experimental results,56

the treatment of liquid and gas mixtures lacks some important features, as57

saturation properties do not take into account the multicomponent nature58

of the mixture. In addition, the presence of parameters to adjust the model59

leads to uncertainty about the applicability in different conditions.60

Based on the previous ideas, the main objective of this work is to anal-61

yse the main features of the Halon discharge process. This will be done by62

considering a simple one dimensional model in terms of the geometry, while63

focusing the efforts in the thermodynamics of multiphase and multicompo-64

nent mixtures, an aspect that has not been previously discussed in detail.65

For that purpose, this work is divided into three sections: first of all, the66

mathematical model (Section 2) allows to obtain a simplified system of the67

Navier-Stokes equations; secondly, the results corresponding to numerical68

simulations are validated and a parametric study is conducted to study the69

effect of several parameters (Section 3), and, finally, some conclusions are70

drawn (Section 4).71

2. Mathematical model72

First of all, Figure 1 shows a representative 3D model of the system that73

will be studied. It consists of a discharge vessel (light grey), which is joined74

to a straight pipe (black) by means of a discharge outlet (dark grey). The75

vessel is filled with a fire supressant, Halon 1301, and then pressurized by76

adding nitrogen until reaching a pressure around 1-10 MPa. It has to be77

stressed the existence of a valve between the bottle and the discharge outlet,78

that prevents the discharge from starting.79

The main objective of this section is to propose a one dimensional math-80

ematical model that takes into account the most important features of the81
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discharge process. This will be done in four parts: first of all, the initial82

condition of the system is analysed (Section 2.1); secondly, a system of equa-83

tions is obtained for the discharge process (Section 2.2); then, the numerical84

implementation of the equations is explained (Section 2.3), and, finally, the85

main limitations of the model are discussed (Section 2.4).86

Figure 1: Representative 3D model of the system

2.1. Initial condition87

The initial state of the system is sketched in Figure 2. The pressurized88

vessel contains nitrogen dissolved in Halon, and an amount of evaporated89

Halon to reach an equilibrium state.90

The inputs of the system are: temperature T0, bottle volume Vb, nitrogen91

mass mn0 and Halon mass mh0 . Thermodynamic equilibrium at the initial92

state is assumed, and making use of Peng-Robinson equation of state [27],93

the values of the following variables are calculated at t = 0 (see Appendix94

B.1): bottle pressure, pb0 , liquid volume, Vl0 , liquid and gas densities, ρl095

and ρg0 and liquid and gas compositions in mole fractions, Xk0 and Yk0 . This96

allows to compute the values of all the physical properties (see Appendix C),97

which are assumed to be constant during the simulation. It is important to98

stress that the range of temperatures where the model is valid is limited by99

the critical temperature of the mixture (see Appendix B.4).100
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Halon 1301 + N2 gas

Halon 1301 + N2 liquid

Valve

Figure 2: Initial condition of the system

2.2. Discharge101

As previously stated, Halon discharge consists of up to three steps. In102

each one, pipe outlet fluid has different properties:103

1. Step 1: Liquid discharge.104

2. Step 2: Two-phase mixture discharge.105

3. Step 3: Gas discharge.106

As a consequence of the above, this section is divided into four parts:107

Step 1 (Section 2.2.1), Step 2 (Section 2.2.2), Step 3 (Section 2.2.3) and108

transitions between steps (Section 2.2.4). It has to be noted that all steps109

share several hypotheses:110

• The valve is not present during the discharge, assuming that it is re-111

moved mechanically or by means of an explosive.112

• Peng-Robinson equation of state is used, as the fluids are multicompo-113

nent and pb0 � po, where po is sea level standard atmospheric pressure.114

• Viscous dissipation and the work made by mass forces are not consid-115

ered due to the bottle high-pressure constraint.116

• Thermal conduction is not taken into account. This is because the117

characteristic time of thermal conduction is much higher than the char-118

acteristic discharge time.119
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• Stagnation pressure is conserved between the bottle and the discharge120

outlet, as Re � 1 in this region and the characteristic length of the121

discharge outlet is much less than the characteristic length of the bottle.122

• The motion in the pipe is stationary, due to the fact that pipe residence123

time is smaller than bottle residence time.124

2.2.1. Step 1. Liquid discharge125

Step 1 consists of Halon 1301 and nitrogen discharge in liquid phase. The126

liquid is in metastable state, and wall cavities or impurities in the bulk of127

the liquid lead to bubble formation at nucleation sites [12], although surface128

tension prevents them from growing. Step 1 is finished at t = t1 when bottle129

pressure equals saturation pressure minus the pressure exerted by bubble130

surface tension or the bottle runs out of liquid.131

A relevant question is if the vapor mass flux Jm extended over the liquid-132

vapor surface will give rise to modifications in gas composition. To study133

this possibility, Fick’s law gives Jmk
= ρgDk∇Yk ∼ ρgDk/δ, being δ the134

width of the mass boundary layer. Taking as reference the values of diffusion135

coefficients of bromoalkenes in nitrogen [35], then Dk ∼ 10−6 m2/s, and136

δ ∼
√
Dkt, which is the self-similar variable of a diffusion process. Setting137

ρg ∼ 100 kg/m3, discharge time td ∼ 1 s and liquid-vapor surface area138

S ∼ 10−2 m2, then mass transfer m ∼ Jmk
S/td ∼ 0.001 kg � mk0 , therefore139

the change of composition can be neglected in the present model.140

Vg(t)

Vl(t)

Dp

x = 0

Lp

Ddo

Figure 3: Control volumes corresponding to the system of equations of Step 1
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Considering that the liquid is incompressible (ρl = ρl0), together with the141

fact that the gas is calorically perfect, the system of equations corresponding142

to Step 1 is presented hereunder. Firstly, a system of ordinary differential143

equations in the control volumes Vg and Vl:144 

dVl
dt

= −vp0Ap in Vl × [0, t1];

Tl =
pbWl

Ẑ lρlR
in Vl × [0, t1];

dρg
dt

= −ρgvp0Ap
Vb − Vl

in Vg × [0, t1];

dTg
dt

= − pbvp0Ap
ρgcv(Vb − Vl)

in Vg × [0, t1];

ρg =
pbWg

ẐvRTg
in Vg × [0, t1];

Vl = Vl0 , Tl = T0 on Vl × {0};
ρg = ρg0 , Tg = T0 on Vg × {0}.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

In the previous equations, V is the volume of the corresponding control145

volume, v velocity, A area, T temperature, ρ density, p pressure, R ideal gas146

constant, cv specific heat at constant volume (see (C.11)), W molecular mass,147

Ẑ l liquid compressibility factor and Ẑv gas compressibility factor. Subindexes148

g, l, p and 0 are referred to gas, liquid, pipe and inlet, respectively.149

Secondly, the simplified Navier-Stokes equations for the pipe flow are:150

lin 

∂v

∂x
= 0 in [0, Lp]× [0, t1];

∂p

∂x
= −ρlλ

v2

2Dp

in [0, Lp]× [0, t1];

T =
pWl

Ẑ lRρl
in [0, Lp]× [0, t1];

p = pb −
1

2
ρlv

2
p0

( Ap
Ado

)2{(Ado
Ap

)2
+ λ

Ldo
Ddo

}
and

v =
G

ρlAp
on {0} × [0, t1];

p = max(psat(T,X )− pst, pa) on {Lp} × [0, t1].

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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Variables D and L are diameter and length, where do ≡ discharge outlet,151

while G is mass flow rate and p pressure, being a ≡ ambient. The parameter152

pst is the pressure exerted by surface tension:153

pst =
4σ

Dbub

, (13)

where σ is Halon 1301 surface tension (see (C.10)) and Dbub = 15 · 10−9
154

m bubble nucleation diameter [15].155

Furthermore, Darcy-Weisbach equation has been considered for the pres-156

sure loss [11]. Assuming Ret = 3000, the friction coefficient λ reads [8]:157 
λ =

64

Re
if Re < Ret

1√
λ

= −2 log

(
ε

3.7Dp

+
2.51

Re
√
λ

)
if Re ≥ Ret

(14)

Finally, saturation pressure psat is computed by means of chemical equi-158

librium equation, and the value of mass flow rate G is the one which allows159

to satisfy the boundary conditions for the pressure at x = 0 and x = Lp.160

2.2.2. Step 2. Two phase mixture discharge161

In liquids, bubble growth phenomenon is difficult to model, as there are162

a large amount of nuclei. Initially, each bubble is not affected by the growth163

of the surrounding ones, but this is not the case as bubble radii increase.164

Consequently, it is not easy to model this physical process. However, a study165

of multicomponent bubble growth at high pressure [1] shows that the char-166

acteristic time of bubble growth is closely related to the following parameter:167

δ =

ρg
ρl

1− ρg
ρl

. (15)

In detail, the characteristic time of bubble growth is proportional to δ.168

For example, for high-density ratios (δ ∼ 10−3), then tc ∼ 10−2 s, while169

tc ∼ 10−9 s if the density ratio is low (δ ∼ 10−1). In this problem ρg ∼ 102
170

kg/m3, while ρl ∼ 103 kg/m3, that is, δ ∼ 10−1, so it is reasonable to consider171

that equilibrium is reached instantly.172

After equilibrium is reached, there is a two-phase mixture in the lower173

control volume Vm, as well as Halon 1301 and nitrogen both in vapor phase174
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in the upper control volume Vb − Vm. At t = t1, the values of the saturated175

properties are obtained (see Appendix B.2): bottle pressure pb1 , mixture176

volume Vm, mixture density ρm1 , liquid and vapor densities, ρl1 and ρg1 , void177

fraction αm1 and compositions Xk1 and Yk1 . Moreover, due to the expected178

thermal non-equilibrium between the liquid and gas phases at the end of Step179

1, a single mass-averaged temperature is considered for the whole bottle:180

T1 =
ml1Tl1 +mg1Tg1
ml1 +mg1

, (16)

where ml1 and ml1 are bottle liquid and gas masses at the end of Step 1.181

As void fraction equals 1 in the upper control volume Vb − Vm, bottle mean182

void fraction αb1 and density ρb1 are obtained as follows:183

αb1 = 1− Vm
Vb

(1− αm1); ρb1 = αb1ρg1 + (1− αb1)ρl1 . (17)

Vg

Dp

x = 0

Lp

Ddo

Vm

Figure 4: Control volumes corresponding to the system of equations of Step 2

Once the initial conditions of Step 2 are defined, in what follows it will be184

assumed that all the liquid stays in the steady control volume Vm. Moreover,185

the thermodynamic properties of the vapor created in Vm and the ones of186

the vapor of Vb − Vm are assumed to be the same at all times.187

Another important aspect to consider is if the bubbles present in the188

control volume Vm will move upward to the control volume Vb−Vm because189
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of buoyancy forces. During the initial stages of Step 2, αm � 1 and bubble190

diameters are small, so buoyancy forces will be negligible. Indeed, assuming191

Rebub � 1 and considering Stokes’ law for the drag, then terminal velocity192

vter ∼ ρlr
2
bubg/µl. Bottle characteristic velocity vcb ∼ lcb/tcd , and setting193

characteristic bottle length lcb ∼ 10−1 m and discharge time tcd ∼ 1 s, then194

vter/vcb ∼ 10−3 � 1 for ρl ∼ 103 kg/m3, rbub ∼ 10−6 m, g ∼ 10 m/s2 and195

µl ∼ 10−4 Pa · s. In latter stages, the committed error is assumed to be in196

the order of the one related to the condition of Step 2 finish (32).197

Taking into account the previous remarks, continuity and energy equa-198

tions applied to the control volume Vb, together with species continuity and199

chemical equilibrium equations are:200 

dρb
dt

= −vp0Ap
Vb

ρm in Vb × [t1, t2];

deb
dt

= −vp0Appb
ρmVb

in Vb × [t1, t2];

dZk
dt

= 0 in Vb × [t1, t2];

f̂ lk = f̂ gk in Vb × [t1, t2];

ρb = ρb1 , Tb = T1, pb = pb1 , Zk = Zk1 on Vb × {t1}.

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

For the bottle multiphase mixture, mean composition is defined as Zk =201

αbYk + (1 − αb)Xk. In addition, it has to be noted that the variable of the202

equation (19) is internal energy e, while the initial condition (22) is expressed203

in terms of temperature. In order to link both variables we have [4]:204

ρbeb = αbρg(eo + Lv + cv(Tb − T0)) + (1− αb)ρl(eo + cl(Tb − T0)), (23)

being Lv latent heat of vaporization (see (C.6)) and eo = clT0 internal205

energy at a reference state. In regards to the density of the fluid in the206

control volume Vm appearing in the equations (18) - (19), ρm, the value is207

obtained from (17), together with the definition of mixture density:208

ρm = αmρg(Tb,Xk) + (1− αm)ρl(Tb,Xk), (24)

where the values of ρg and ρl are the same for ρm and ρb. In order209

to minimize the computational cost, during Step 2 saturated properties are210

precomputed for a suitable range of temperatures and compositions, and an211

interpolation of 4th order is performed in order to recover the values.212
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The differential equations along the pipe are presented (25) - (31), where213

λ is given by (14) with Re = Rep0 . As equation (31) shows, bottle outlet214

pressure equals ambient pressure if possible; that is, if Mach number M < 1.215

If this is not the situation, then pipe outlet boundary condition will be M = 1216

and the mass flow rate will be the critical, that is, the maximum value of G217

such that the slope of the pressure curve is negative. Furthermore, the value218

of internal energy at pipe inlet êm is the one such that (30) is satisfied.219



v
∂ρ

∂x
+ ρ

∂v

∂x
= 0 in [0, Lp]× [t1, t2];

ρv
∂v

∂x
= −∂p

∂x
− ρλ v2

2Dp

in [0, Lp]× [t1, t2];

ρv
∂e

∂x
= −p∂v

∂x
+ ρλ

v3

2Dp

in [0, Lp]× [t1, t2];

∂Xk
∂x

=
∂Yk
∂x

= 0 in [0, Lp]× [t1, t2];

f̂ lk = f̂ gk in [0, Lp]× [t1, t2];

ρ = ρm, e = êm, Xk = Xkb , Yk = Ykb and

p = pb −
1

2
ρmv

2
p0

( Ap
Ado

)2{(Ado
Ap

)2
+ λ

Ldo
Ddo

}
on {0} × [t1, t2];

v =
Gc

ρmAp
on {0} × [t1, t2]

∣∣∣∣∣∣ p = pa on {Lp} × [t1, t2].

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

With the objective of setting the condition for the end of Step 2, it is220

considered that the lower control volume Vm consists of a sum of cubes of221

side d, each one containing a bubble of radius r = r(t) (see Figure 5). When222

r = d/2, then all the bubbles are in contact, and the void fraction of the lower223

control volume Vm is the ratio between the volume of a sphere of radius r224

and a cube of side d, that is:225

αm =
π

6
. (32)

When this condition is met, we consider that Step 3 starts.226
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r(t) d

Figure 5: Bubble arrangement in control volume Vm

2.2.3. Step 3227

The last step consists of the discharge of Halon 1301 and nitrogen in228

gaseous phase, and finishes (t = t3) when bottle pressure equals ambient229

pressure.230

Vg

Dp

x = 0

Lp

Ddo

Figure 6: Control volume corresponding to the system of equations of Step 3

Assuming that the gas is calorically perfect, continuity and energy equa-231

tions applied to the control volume Vg, in addition to the equation of state232

are shown hereafter (33) - (37).233
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dρg
dt

= −vp0Ap
Vb

ρg in Vg × [t2, t3];

dTg
dt

= −vp0Appb
cvρgVb

in Vg × [t2, t3];

ρg =
pbWg

ẐvRTg
in Vg × [t2, t3];

ρg = ρg1 || ρg2 , Tg = Tg1 || T2,
pb = pb1 || pb2 , Yk = Yk0 || Yk3 on Vg × {t2}.

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

As (37) shows, initial conditions depend on whether Step 2 is present or234

not. In all cases the values of bottle variables are set equal to the ones at235

the end of the previous step, even though there is an important aspect to be236

taken into account in regards to the gas composition (37). If Step 2 is not237

present, then gas composition is equal to the one of the gas phase of Step 1.238

If it is present, then an equivalent composition Yk3 is computed by following239

the reasoning explained in Section 2.2.4.240

On the subject of pipe equations, introducing enthalpy, h, the theory of241

isentropic nozzle flow is taken as starting point [23]. Then, the effect of wall242

friction is added, where λ is given by (14) with Re = Rep0 , and leads to the243

system of algebraic equations (38) - (44).244



v
∂ρ

∂x
+ ρ

∂v

∂x
= 0 in [0, Lp]× [t2, t3];

ρv
∂v

∂x
= −∂p

∂x
− ρλ v2

2Dp

in [0, Lp]× [t2, t3];

∂

∂x

(
h+

v2

2

)
= 0 in [0, Lp]× [t2, t3];

ρ =
pWg

RT
in [0, Lp]× [t2, t3];

h =
γ

γ − 1

pb
ρg
,

p = pb −
1

2
ρgv

2
p0

( Ap
Ado

)2{(Ado
Ap

)2
+ λ

Ldo
Ddo

}
on {0} × [t2, t3];

v =
Gc

ρgAp
on {0} × [t2, t3]

∣∣∣∣∣∣ p = pa on {Lp} × [t2, t3].

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)
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It is important to remark that ideal gas equation of state is used (41),245

as the speed of sound has an analytical solution that reduces the computa-246

tional cost, agid =
√
γp/ρ, being γ the specific heat ratio. In addition, pipe247

characteristic pressure pc3 ∼ po, so compressibility factor Ẑv ≈ 1.248

2.2.4. Transitions between steps249

Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 have shown the proposed model for Steps250

1, 2 and 3. However, some additional conditions are required in order to251

couple the results given by each system of equations.252

Bottle equations253

As previously explained, starting from the initial conditions (ICs), Figure254

7 summarises the conditions that have to be satisfied in order to switch from255

one step into another.256

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 END

t1
t1 t1

t1
t2 t2 t3

ICs if pb = pb0 − pst if αm = π/6

if Vl = 0

if pb = pa

Figure 7: Diagram of step finishing conditions in terms of bottle equations

Pipe equations257

With respect to pipe equations, the model proposed in Section 2.2 is258

valid only if the pipe is full of a single fluid, that is, the liquid from Step 1,259

the two-phase mixture from Step 2 or the gas from Step 3. This is not the260

situation during the transitions between steps, so a different approach has to261

be followed in these cases. Consequently, the goal of this section is to explain262

how the previous system of equations is adapted during pipe filling and the263

transitions between Steps 1 and 2, Steps 1 and 3 and Steps 2 and 3.264

Pipe filling. Liquid mass flow rate takes its maximum value after the valve265

is opened, and it is calculated setting Lp → 0. This gives a value for the266

velocity, that allows to obtain the position of the liquid front, xf , for the267

next iteration. The process is repeated until xf = Lp at tfill ∈ [0, t1]. If the268

bottle runs out of liquid or bottle pressure equals bubble growth pressure,269

then all the previous calculations are neglected and the discharge starts again,270

now without taking into account the effect of surface tension; that is, there271

is no Step 1, so the new initial conditions are given by Appendix B.2.272
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Steps 1 and 2. At the end of Step 1, the pipe will be full of liquid. From273

this moment, it is assumed that the pressure profile at the end of Step 1,274

p = p(x, t1), as well as liquid velocity, v = v(t1), do not vary until the275

pipe runs out of liquid. In addition, density and temperature of the two-276

phase mixture are considered to be equal to bottle density and temperature.277

Following the same reasoning as in pipe filling, it is possible to calculate the278

position of the interface between the liquid and the two-phase mixture, xint,279

at each instant until the transition is finished at t12 ∈ [t1, t2].280

Lp

x = 0

Dpρm(t), p(x, t1), Tm(t), v(t1) ρl, p(x, t1), Tl(t1), v(t1)

Figure 8: Values of the variables during transition between Steps 1 and 2

Steps 1 and 3. The reasoning is the same as the one corresponding to the281

previous paragraph, leading to the situation shown in Figure 9 until the282

gas-liquid interface reaches pipe outlet at t13 ∈ [t1, t3].283

Lp

x = 0

Dpρg(t), p(x, t1), Tg(t), v(t1) ρl, p(x, t1), Tl(t1), v(t1)

Figure 9: Values of the variables during transition between Steps 1 and 3

Steps 2 and 3. In regards to pipe flow, the approach explained in the previous284

paragraphs applies until t23 ∈ [t2, t3]. However, after Step 2 is finished, an285

issue arises regarding gas composition, as αb(t2) 6= 1 because of the constraint286

(32). If the fluid is considered to be a heavy gas, a first approach may consist287

of assuming that the gas composition at the end of Step 2 is conserved.288

Nevertheless, bottle pressure at the end of Step 2 will not be the same as the289

pressure obtained by the equation of state from Step 3, so a discontinuity will290

arise in bottle pressure. This approach is not realistic, as shown by previous291

experiments [15, 32].292
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An alternative to ensure the continuity of the bottle pressure is to perform293

an iterative process. The goal is to obtain the gas equivalent composition,294

Yk3 , which is the composition that gives, by means of the equation of state,295

a value of bottle pressure equal to the saturation pressure at the end of Step296

2. However, as in the case of bubble growth at the beginning of Step 2, gas297

composition will suffer a discontinuity. The real composition is expected to298

be a smoother profile than the one of the present model.299

Lp

x = 0

Dpρg(t), p(x, t2), Tg(t), v(t2) ρm(x, t2), p(x, t2), T (x, t2), v(x, t2)

Figure 10: Values of the variables during transition between Steps 2 and 3

2.3. Numerical implementation300

During Step 1 mass flow rate (11) is calculated making use of MATLAB301

function fminbnd, which is based on golden section search and parabolic302

interpolation [18]. Moreover, bottle equations (1) - (7) are solved by means303

of a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme (RK4 ) [6], as well as MATLAB function304

fsolve to obtain bottle pressure (6). It makes use of the trust region dogleg305

algorithm, which is a variant of an older method [29]. After computing the306

mass flow rate, pressure distribution is obtained directly (9), and fsolve is307

employed to obtain the temperature distribution (10).308

Secondly, during Step 2 the pipe is divided into n equispaced nodes,309

and finite differences [20] are employed for the spatial discretization of the310

system of equations (25) - (31). At pipe outlet backward finite differences are311

proposed, while centered finite differences are used in the rest of the nodes.312

Once the system of equations is spatially discretized, fsolve is employed to313

solve it with the aid of the proposed numerical method for the chemical314

equilibrium (see Appendix B.3). Then, fminbnd is used for the minimization315

problems associated to mass flow rate calculations, and RK4 for the system316

of ordinary differential equations (18) - (22).317

Finally, fsolve is used to solve the system of algebraic equations (38) - (44),318

while the numerical scheme RK4 solves the system of ordinary differential319

equations (33) - (37) and fsolve gives the value of bottle pressure (35).320
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Step Mass flow Bottle equations Pipe equations

1 fminbnd RK4, fsolve Analytical solution
2 fminbnd RK4, fsolve Finite differences, fsolve
3 fsolve RK4 fsolve

Table 1: Methods used to compute the mass flow rate, as well as to solve the systems of
equations

2.4. Limitations of the model321

Numerous assumptions have been made in order to obtain the systems322

of equations, so it is important to keep in mind the principal weaknesses of323

the developed mathematical model. This will help to discuss the numerical324

results as effectively as possible, as well as to set new goals in terms of model325

improvements.326

The proposed model assumes that the motion in the pipe is stationary,327

as a consequence of the high ratio between bottle and pipe residence times.328

However, during the transitions between steps, there is an interface between329

two different fluids that travels along the pipe. This leads to an unsteady330

process, so the approach followed in Section 2.2.4 is not probably able to331

capture the flow characteristics in this case. The fact of considering that pipe332

outlet mass flow rate is constant and the velocity of the two fluids is the same333

are restrictive assumptions, and the associated error is expected to increase334

with pipe length. This is because velocity decreases proportionally with pipe335

length, due to the friction term appearing in the momentum equation, so336

transitions last longer.337

A one dimensional approach has been followed in terms of the geometry.338

Together with the incompressibility assumption, an important result is that339

liquid evaporates at pipe outlet during Step 1. Nevertheless, the flow is ex-340

pected to be turbulent, as Re = ρvDp/µ ∼ 106 � Ret for ρ ∼ 103 kg/m3,341

v ∼ 10 m/s, Dp ∼ 10−2 m and µ ∼ 10−4 Pa · s. This results in the exis-342

tence of three dimensional perturbations that can produce bubble growth,343

an effect that is further accentuated by the possible complex geometry of the344

discharge outlet. In addition, even if the mean flow variables serve as a good345

approximation of the problem, the applicability Darcy’s law together with346

Colebrook-White to multiphase flows is unclear. This facts also underline347

additional errors caused by the steady assumption.348
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Another important aspect to take into account is that the pressure loss349

through the discharge outlet is proportional to pipe inlet velocity (see re-350

lationships (11), (30) and (43)). Focusing on Step 2, as density and fluid351

compositions are conserved (see (30)), the equilibrium condition produces352

that pressure loss is translated only into temperature variations. For large353

values of the mass flow rate, if mass diffusion is dominant during the tran-354

sitions between different equilibrium states, then temperature may decrease355

notably and lead to incoherent pipe inlet temperature values.356

To conclude, despite the weaknesses cited in the previous paragraphs, it357

has to be stressed that the first results given by the model are positive (see358

Section 3.1).359

3. Results360

In this section the results obtained by solving numerically the systems361

of equations (1) - (7), (8) - (12), (18) - (22), (25) - (31), (33) - (37) and362

(38) - (44) are discussed. For that purpose, first of all the accuracy of this363

model called firex upm is tested taking as reference the results provided by a364

computer program developed by NASA, HFlow [15], as well as experimental365

results (Section 3.1). Then, another test case is simulated in order to observe366

the most important features of the problem (Section 3.2), and a parametric367

study is presented (Section 3.3).368

3.1. Comparison with HFlow369

HFlow is a tool programmed in Fortran in the early 80s, even though370

there have been subsequent updates. The values of some variables given by371

HFlow have been validated under specific conditions [15], so the first goal of372

the results section will be to test the accuracy of the model detailed before.373

Test 146 will be taken as reference [15].374

As Figure 11 shows, the system used in Test 146 consisted of a bottle375

and a discharge outlet followed by a convergent nozzle. In order to measure376

bottle temperatures, two probes were placed at the top and at the bottom377

of the bottle. Moreover, the bottle was equipped with a pressure transducer.378
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Top probe

Bottom probe

Pressure transducer

Figure 11: System corresponding to Test 146. Adapted from [15]

Due to lack of information in the previously cited article, it is not possible379

to match all the conditions of the experiments exactly. However, the exper-380

imental results obtained in Test 146 and numerical results given by HFlow381

will serve as a point of reference.382

Table 2 provides the values of the parameters used in the simulations (see383

Appendix C). The work done by Snegirev and Lipjainen [30] has been taken384

as reference for thermodynamic properties, while [15] provides the values of385

the parameters related to geometry and initial conditions. It has to be noted386

that nozzle exit diameter has been taken as pipe diameter.387

Symbol Parameter Value Units

cl Liquid specific heat 862.56 J/(kg ·K)

cv Gas specific heat at constant volume 470.817 J/(kg ·K)

Ddo Discharge outlet diameter 25.23 · 10−3 m

Dp Pipe diameter 9.96 · 10−3 m

dt Time step 0.001 s

Ldo Discharge outlet length 75.6 · 10−3 m

Lp Pipe length 10−4 m
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Lv Latent heat of vaporization 8.216 · 104 J/kg

mh0 Halon 1301 mass 2.33 kg

n Number of pipe nodes 10 −
pa Ambient pressure 101325 Pa

pb0 Initial bottle pressure 5.17 · 106 Pa

T0 Initial bottle temperature 294.15 K

Vb Bottle volume 2.76 · 10−3 m3

ε Pipe rugosity 0 m

γ Ratio of specific heats 1.216 −
σ Halon 1301 surface tension 4.5 · 10−3 N/m

Table 2: Parameters used to simulate Test 146

Focusing attention on the comparison of the numerical and experimental388

results, firstly, the temperature measured by the bottom probe is given by389

Figure 12a. It measures liquid temperature until the bottle runs out of liquid390

at t ≈ 0.8 s, while the rest of the temperature values are related to the gas391

of Step 3. The graph shows that HFlow predicts lower liquid temperatures392

than the measured ones, in particular at the end of the discharge, when the393

differences increase up to 50 K. In contrast, the values given by our model394

firex upm are more precise, and a maximum error of 10 K is maintained.395

Secondly, Figure 12b provides the temperature measured by the top396

probe, that is, the temperature of the gas phase. With the exception of397

initial time steps, our curve matches almost perfectly at all times. As in the398

case of Figure 12a, HFlow is not accurate after the bottle runs out of liquid,399

and shows gas temperature values that differ notably from the experimental400

results.401
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(a) Bottom probe temperature (b) Top probe temperature

(c) Pressure

Figure 12: Bottle thermodynamic variables from Test 146 [15], the method developed in
this paper and HFlow [15]

Finally, Figure 12c shows that the three curves are similar until t ≈ 0.2 s,402

that is, when bottle pressure equals saturation pressure minus the pressure403

exerted by surface tension. Even though bubble growth does not happen404

at the same time in both models, bottle pressure curves are similar, and405

numerical errors are of the same order of magnitude in both programs.406

As a consequence of the above, it can be inferred that the developed model407

firex upm is highly accurate, as the results given by the program are in great408
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agreement with the experimental data. It is important to highlight that, in409

contrast to HFlow, the model does not depend on parameters that have been410

adjusted for these specific conditions. The model firex upm is highly reliable,411

as a consequence of the solid thermodynamic basis. This is demonstrated412

in Appendix A, where some thermodynamic approximations used in the413

literature are compared with the approach followed in this work (Appendix414

B.3). Moreover, the effects of those approximations in the accuracy of the415

model can be observed.416

3.2. Case of practical application417

Once it has been done a first study of the accuracy of the model, in418

this section the results corresponding to a different configuration will be419

presented. The system is assumed to consist of a spherical bottle, a discharge420

outlet and a pipe (see Figure 1). Table 3 shows the values of the parameters,421

which are representative of a case of civil aviation in flight conditions.422

Symbol Parameter Value Units

cl Liquid specific heat 800.684 J/(kg ·K)

cv Gas specific heat at constant volume 561.749 J/(kg ·K)

Ddo Discharge outlet diameter 0.03 m

Dp Pipe diameter 0.03 m

dt Time step 0.001 s

Ldo Discharge outlet length 0.15 m

Lp Pipe length 1 m

Lv Latent heat of vaporization 1.049 · 105 J/kg

mh0 Halon 1301 mass 8 kg

mn0 Nitrogen mass 0.5 kg

n Number of pipe nodes 10 −
pa Ambient pressure 101325 Pa

T0 Initial bottle temperature 248.15 K

Vb Bottle volume 0.01 m3

ε Pipe rugosity 1.5 · 10−6 m
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γ Ratio of specific heats 1.321 −
σ Halon 1301 surface tension 0.011 N/m

Table 3: Parameters used for the simulation of the case of practical application

After setting the values of the parameters, first of all, Figure 13a shows423

that the variations in liquid temperature are negligible with respect to the424

gas case; indeed, liquid temperature decreases a few K until the bottle runs425

out of liquid at t ≈ 0.15 s. From this point in time, there is only gas in426

the bottle, and bottle temperature decreases rapidly until reaching a value427

of Tg ≈ 150 K at t ≈ 0.35 s.428

(a) Liquid and gas temperatures (b) Pressure

Figure 13: Bottle thermodynamic variables given by the method developed in this paper,
firex upm, for a case of practical application

Secondly, bottle pressure as a function of time can be seen plotted in429

Figure 13b, where the first approximately linear drop is followed by a slower430

decrease until t ≈ 0.2 s. It is worth noting that bottle pressure is pb ≈ 2431

MPa at this instant of time; this value is greater than bubble growth pressure432

(see equation (13)), so in this case there is no two-phase flow. Finally, bottle433

pressure decays rapidly until reaching ambient pressure at t ≈ 0.35 s, in a434

similar way as in the gas temperature case.435

From the moment when the last liquid leaves the bottle, the proposed436

model assumes that liquid and gas velocities do not vary until the pipe is full437
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of gas. This is the reason why the first drop in the pipe outlet mass flow rate438

is followed by an interval where it is constant (Figure 14a). When the exit439

fluid changes from liquid to gas, velocity increases but the density decrease440

is larger, and this causes the important mass flow rate decay at t ≈ 0.2 s.441

(a) Outlet mass flow rate (b) Halon mass expelled

Figure 14: Pipe variables given by the method developed in this paper, firex upm, for a
case of practical application

Finally, the curve related to the Halon mass expelled (divided by the442

initial Halon mass) shows that most of the Halon is expelled during Step 1.443

It must be emphasized that at t ≈ 0.2 s more than 95% of the initial Halon444

mass has been expelled. When bottle pressure equals ambient pressure, only445

a marginal quantity of the initial Halon mass remains in the bottle (0.5%).446

3.3. Parametric study447

The results section will be finished with a study of the influence of some448

key parameters. This allows not only to acquire intuitive ideas about the flow449

behaviour, but also to know which changes may be required if the previous450

results are not sufficient to meet the requirements of a fire extinguishing451

system.452

3.3.1. Halon mass453

If the discharge is fast but there is not enough Halon in the air, a first454

solution may consist of an Halon mass increase in the bottle. Figures 15a -455

15d show the differences if Halon mass is increased or decreased by 2 kg.456
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(a) Bottle gas temperature (b) Bottle pressure

(c) Pipe outlet mass flow rate (d) Halon mass expelled

Figure 15: Variables of the problem given by the method developed in this paper,
firex upm, for three different values of initial Halon mass

The fact of modifying Halon mass does not have a great impact on the457

results, as initial bottle pressure is not practically affected by the variations458

of this parameter (Figure 15b). If initial Halon mass decreases, so does the459

amount of liquid in the bottle, and Step 1 takes less time to finish as mass460

flow rate is larger (Figure 15c). This is because liquid composition is not the461

same in each case, causing differences in the thermodynamic curves, which462

are definitely relevant in this problem. In addition, in the 10 kg case, velocity463

is reduced at the end of the Step 1, that is, it takes more time to the liquid464

front to reach pipe outlet, so the time interval of constant mass flow rate465
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is bigger. Although at intermediate times (t ≈ 0.15 s) the expelled mass is466

higher in the case of lower initial mass, in all cases more than 95% of the467

Halon initial mass is outside the system at t ≈ 0.35 s (Figure 15d).468

3.3.2. Nitrogen mass469

Initial nitrogen mass can also be modified. Nitrogen pressurizes the470

Halon, so, if nitrogen mass is higher, then bottle pressure increases. However,471

the effects of this modification in other variables are not clear.472

(a) Bottle gas temperature (b) Bottle pressure

(c) Pipe outlet mass flow rate (d) Halon mass expelled

Figure 16: Variables of the problem given by the method developed in this paper,
firex upm, for three different values of initial nitrogen mass
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Figures 16a - 16d demonstrate that small modifications in nitrogen mass473

produce significant changes in mass flow rate and bottle pressure, the last one474

increasing proportionally with nitrogen mass. This result is consistent, as a475

bigger amount of nitrogen is dissolved in Halon, which raises the saturation476

pressure of the mixture. With respect to mass flow rate differences, the477

reasoning followed in the case of the influence of Halon mass also applies.478

It must be stressed that whenever deciding bottle definitive configuration,479

if bottle pressure is lowered, then the mechanical resistance required for bottle480

and discharge outlet junctions is reduced. Bottle pressure and discharge481

time decrease as nitrogen mass decreases, so a question arises: is there any482

quantity that minimizes the discharge time, while keeping low values of bottle483

pressure?484

The answer of the question is given by Figures 17a and 17b. In this485

situations discharge time does not increase inversely proportional to nitrogen486

mass, as there is an optimum value of nitrogen mass between 0.3 kg and 0.5487

kg. The reason of this fact lies in the exit pressure, which is higher than488

ambient pressure for mn0 = 0.5 kg, but it decreases, increasing the mass flow489

rate, until reaching it when mn0 ≈ 0.4 kg; from that optimum point, mass490

flow rate decreases proportionally to nitrogen mass; that is, the pipe admits491

a maximum value of mass flow rate.492

(a) Bottle pressure (b) Pipe outlet mass flow rate

Figure 17: Variables of the problem given by the method developed in this paper,
firex upm, for three different values of initial nitrogen mass
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3.3.3. Initial temperature493

Initial temperature can vary depending on the application; for example,494

flight conditions can be modified, so it is interesting to analyse the effect495

of this parameter in the discharge process. As some of the parameters of496

the problem depend on initial temperature, Table 4 shows the values of the497

modified parameters.498

Symbol T0 = 218.15 K T0 = 288.15 K Units

cl 769.697 853.507 J/(kg ·K)

cv 643.236 485.348 J/(kg ·K)

Lv 1.159 · 105 8.579 · 104 J/kg

γ 1.369 1.237 −
σ 1.52 · 10−2 5.3 · 10−3 N/m

Table 4: Modified parameters for T0 = 218.15 K and T0 = 288.15 K

Figures 18a and 18b show that the discharge time is proportional to499

temperature. This is due to the fact that Halon surface tension decreases with500

temperature (C.10), so the pressure exerted by surface tension follows the501

same behaviour (13). Consequently, the pressure difference between bottle502

and pipe outlet is reduced, allowing a lower value of the mass flow rate.503

Calling attention to the case of T0 = 288.15 K, the low value of surface504

tension at that temperature leads to reach bubble growth pressure fast, and505

Step 2 starts at Point A (t1 ≈ 0.1 s). As pipe liquid velocity is lower than in506

the other two cases (Figure 18c), the transition between phases extends more507

(segment AB). After Point C there is a two-phase flow in the pipe, and mass508

flow rate decreases until Step 2 is finished at Point D (t2 ≈ 0.3 s). After the509

transition between Steps 2 and 3 is finished (Point E), despite the fact that510

the value of mass flow rate is higher than in the other cases, there is more511

Halon left in the bottle (Figure 18d), so Step 3 also lasts a longer period.512
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(a) Bottle gas temperature (b) Bottle pressure

(c) Pipe outlet mass flow rate (d) Halon mass expelled

Figure 18: Variables of the problem given by the method developed in this paper,
firex upm, for three different values of initial temperature

It is important to stress that, during the transition between Steps 2 and 3,513

the velocity of the two-phase mixture is used in the system of equations (33)514

- (37). As it is lower than the velocity of the gas from Step 3, this fact causes515

the sudden decrease in the slope of the pressure curve (Figure 18b, Point D).516

As mentioned in Section 2.4, the assumption of the constant velocity is one517

of the weak points of the model. Another remarkable difference is that the518

amount of Halon inside the bottle is important at the end of the discharge519

for the case of T0 = 288.15 K. This is because the equivalent Halon gas mass520

fraction Yh3 is close to 1 during Step 3.521
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4. Conclusions522

In this work a mathematical model has been developed to study the dis-523

charge of a fire extinguishing agent. It has been divided into three parts, each524

one of them corresponding to a different discharge step. The initial equations525

have been simplified until obtaining a numerically solvable system, but that526

represents the most important features of the fluid motion. Experimental527

correlations in the thermodynamic part of the model have been avoided to528

widen the range of applicability of the model. The resulting system has been529

solved by means of finite difference formulas for the spatial discretisation,530

a Runge-Kutta scheme for the temporal discretisation and two MATLAB531

functions for the non-linear algebraic equations and minimization problems.532

With respect to the results, on the one hand the comparison with HFlow533

and experimental results [15] has shown great accuracy of the developed534

model, firex upm. Indeed, taking into account that the accurate values of all535

the parameters are not known, bottle variables are approximated notably.536

As bottle variables depend on pipe variables, the errors corresponding to537

other quantities as mass flow rate are not expected to be important. Despite538

the fact that the parameters of the model have not been adjusted from the539

experiment, the results are remarkably good.540

On the other hand, a case of practical application has been simulated.541

An analysis of the influence of some parameters has been performed, starting542

with species mass; it has been shown that modifications in Halon mass do543

not alter the results, while nitrogen mass is a relevant parameter, as small544

changes produce important variations in bottle pressure. In addition, it has545

been noted the existence of an optimum value of nitrogen mass in terms546

of structural resistance, while keeping a low value of discharge time. The547

last study has been focused on the initial temperature, and has allowed to548

deduce that discharge time increases with initial temperature, caused by the549

decrease in Halon surface tension. The differences are further accentuated550

when there is a two-phase flow in the pipe.551

Finally, it has to be stressed that the validity of the approach followed in552

some situations is unclear, for example in the case of the transitions between553

steps, as an unsteady process is modeled as steady. This case is not covered554

by the chosen experiment, as pipe length is very small. For this reason, it555

is necessary to conduct experiments with long pipes, as they may be helpful556

to detect additional weak points of the theory. For example, measurements557

of bottle pressure, bottle temperatures and pipe outlet mass flow rate would558
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provide useful information.559
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Appendix A. Thermodynamics568

None of the previous studies found in the literature has used a real gas569

equation of state for the thermodynamic part of the models. Consequently,570

the aim of this appendix is to justify the need of such formulation to take571

into account the most relevant aspects of the discharge. The analysis will572

be focused on the saturation pressure and the speed of sound. An accurate573

calculation of these variables is important, as both impose limitations in the574

value of the mass flow rate. In addition, saturation pressure establishes the575

change from Step 1 to Step 2, and it is equal to the pressure of the two-phase576

mixture during Step 2.577

Saturation pressure578

For the calculation of the saturation pressure of the mixture during Step579

2, three previous approaches used in the literature can be highlighted:580

• Assume that no nitrogen dissolves in Halon, so the saturation pressure581

of the mixture is the one of Halon 1301 [21, 22].582

• Consider that Henry’s law is applicable, and compute all of the satu-583

ration properties by means of correlations (HFlow, [15]).584

• Neglect the change of composition. Saturation pressure depends only585

on temperature [32].586
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First of all, Figure A.19a shows that the fact of assuming that nitrogen587

does not dissolve in Halon is not accurate, as the differences in saturation588

pressure are important. Moreover, the correlations used by NASA [15] give589

similar values as our model firex upm. It has to be stressed that the cal-590

culation of the saturation pressure of Halon 1301 has been done by setting591

Xn = 10−3.592

In principle, given the accuracy of HFlow, one may think that the use of593

real gas models is not justified. However, when there is only gas in the bottle,594

saturation pressure is no longer present in the calculations, and the equation595

of state is needed to obtain gas properties accurately. It has been shown in596

Figure 10 that gas temperature deviates notably in the case of HFlow, so597

additional correlations would be needed in this case. This can be a difficult598

task, as gas pressure is a function of temperature, density and composition.599

(a) Influence of the model (b) Influence of liquid composition

Figure A.19: (a) Saturation pressure given by HFlow for Xn = 0.1, our model firex upm
for Xn = 0.1 and the one of Halon 1301. (b) Saturation pressure given by firex upm for
three different values of liquid composition

Finally, if saturation pressure depends only on temperature, Figure A.19b600

demonstrates that small changes in liquid composition produce significant601

modifications in saturation pressure. Moreover, in Test 146 the temperature602

of the two-phase mixture decreases less than 10K during Step 2 (see Figures603

12a and 12b) while bottle pressure decreases around 2 MPa (see Figure 12c),604

so it is also shown that mass diffusion dominates against thermal diffusion605
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during bubble growth. Consequently, it can be concluded that the assump-606

tion of constant composition can induce important errors in the results.607

Speed of sound608

Except in the analysis of the influence of initial temperature, in none of609

the practical cases a two-phase discharge occurs. The argument based on610

the increase of surface tension allows to explain discharge time differences,611

as the presence of Step 2 produces a second-order effect. However, in the612

first result subsection (NASA’s Test 146, [15]) it has been found that the613

two-phase discharge is slower than the liquid discharge. Surface tension is614

no longer important in this case, and it is necessary to further study the615

problem in order to understand how the two-phase flow consisting of Halon616

1301 and nitrogen behaves.617

When the discharge is carried out as a liquid, mass flow rate limitation618

is given by the saturation pressure, as the speed of sound is too high to619

be reached at pipe outlet. Friction losses are proportional to liquid density,620

a high value that causes low values of velocity to yield important pressure621

losses. For its part, gas densities are usually low, so it is easy to have M = 1622

at pipe outlet. As previously mentioned (see Section 2.2.3), assuming ideal623

gas, the speed of sound is obtained directly, agid =
√
γp/ρ.624

In two-phase mixtures, boundary conditions at pipe outlet are identical625

to the ones corresponding to the gas flow, although speed of sound is not626

obtained immediately. For this reason, it has to be calculated by means of627

an iterative method as the one explained in the theoretical content. Focusing628

attention in Test 146, the proposed approach yields values of mixture speed629

of sound am ≈ 20 m/s, a much lower value than gas and liquid speed of630

sound, ag ≈ 200 m/s and al ≈ 250 m/s (see [28] for more details of the631

calculation in this case).632

In summary, an accurate calculation of the speed of sound is important in633

this problem. Only one of the previous studies has proposed a model to cal-634

culate it [32], based on the theory of characteristics [31]. However, no results635

are shown in terms of mass flow rate or fluid velocity, and some parameters636

are used to adjust the model. In contrast, the new method proposed in this637

work does not need any adjusting parameter. Moreover, it is based on the638

equation of state, whose results seem to be promising (see Section 3.1).639
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Appendix B. Chemical equilibrium640

This appendix deals with the application of chemical equilibrium in two641

particular situations as the initial conditions (Appendix B.1) and the begin-642

ning of Step 2 (Appendix B.2). The numerical implementation in a general643

case is shown in Appendix B.3, and the range of validity of the code is644

explained in Appendix B.4.645

Appendix B.1. Calculation of the initial conditions646

Initially, the known variables are temperature T0, bottle volume Vb, nitro-647

gen mass mn0 and Halon mass mh0 . Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium,648

chemical equilibrium equation states [13]:649

f̂ lk = f̂ vk , (B.1)

where f̂ εk is the fugacity of the specie k in the ε phase.650

Given a liquid composition in mole fractions, Xk, chemical equilibrium al-651

lows to compute saturation pressure, psat = pb, liquid and gas compressibility652

factors, Ẑ l and Ẑv, and gas composition in mole fractions, Yk (see Appendix653

B.3). Then, liquid and gas densities are directly calculated:654

ρl =
pbWl

Ẑ lRT0
; ρg =

pbWg

ẐvRT0
, (B.2)

where Wl and Wg are liquid and gas molecular masses:655

Wl =
∑
k

XkWk; Wg =
∑
k

YkWk. (B.3)

At this point, liquid and gas densities and compositions are known, to-656

gether with Halon and nitrogen masses. Therefore, it is possible to obtain657

liquid and gas masses, ml0 and mg0 , by solving a system of equations as658

follows:659 [
X1 Y1
X2 Y2

] [
ml0

mg0

]
=

[
mn0

mh0

]
, (B.4)

where Xk and Yk are the mass fractions of the specie k corresponding to660

the liquid and gas phase, respectively:661

Xk =
XkWk

Wl

; Yk =
YkWk

Wg

. (B.5)
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Once ml and mg are calculated, liquid and gas volumes are obtained:662

Vl =
ml

ρl
; Vg =

mg

ρg
. (B.6)

The volume condition states that Vb = Vl + Vg, so there will be a value663

of Xk0 that satisfies it, together with pb0 , Vl0 , ρl0 , ρg0 and Yk0 . Therefore,664

an iterative process is done in order to obtain the solution. If there is more665

than one solution, the physically most coherent one is chosen.666

Appendix B.2. Calculation of bottle conditions at the beginning of Step 2667

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, when bottle pressure equals bubble growth668

pressure, bubbles start to grow until equilibrium is reached. After this pro-669

cess, the bottle remains to be divided into two volumes (see Figure 4): the670

lower volume Vm with a two-phase mixture, and the upper volume Vb − Vm,671

where Halon 1301 + nitrogen is present in vapor phase. The goal of this672

section is to show the process that is carried out in order to have the bottle673

conditions well defined at t = t1.674

At the end of Step 1, some quantities are known: Halon 1301 mass in the675

liquid, mhl , nitrogen mass in the liquid, mnl
and liquid volume, Vl1 . However,676

the value of the liquid volume is not useful, as bubble growth will produce677

liquid layer to raise; that is, Vm1 > Vl1 . The value of Vm1 is not known,678

neither equilibrium liquid composition, Xk1 , so chemical equilibrium cannot679

be computed without making further assumptions.680

As temperature T1 is given by (16), considering that the lower and upper681

volumes are mixed, it is possible to obtain all the thermodynamic properties;682

in particular, bottle pressure pb1 . Despite the fact that it is a virtual situation,683

the value pb1 is set as bottle pressure at the beginning of Step 2, for both Vm684

and Vb − Vm. Therefore, there exist Xk1 and Vm1 such that the equilibrium685

computation in this upper volume gives a saturation pressure equal to pb1 .686

Appendix B.3. Numerical implementation687

Chemical equilibrium equation (B.1) gives the saturation pressure of the688

mixture. In order to solve it, Peng-Robinson equation of state is used [27].689

From the expressions of the fugacity coefficient for mixtures φ̂k (see690

[13, 27]), fugacity is computed by means of the relationship φ̂k = f̂k/(Xkp),691

and an iterative process is performed until (B.1) is fulfilled. Accordingly, a692

MATLAB function has been done, whose features are explained in the next693
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paragraphs. It essentially computes the saturation pressure, together with694

vapor composition and compressibility factors.695

First of all, it is necessary to obtain the molecular mass, critical properties696

and the acentric factor of both species, the objective being to compute Peng-697

Robinson equation single-component constants. Taking [3, 7] as references,698

Table B.5 shows the data in the case of Halon 1301 and nitrogen.699

Component W (g/mol) Tcr (K) pcr (MPa) w

Nitrogen 28.0134 126.26 3.4 0.0039
Halon 1301 148.93 340.15 3.97 0.0171

Table B.5: Properties of nitrogen and Halon 1301

Next, a value for liquid Halon mole fraction is chosen, Xh, and multicom-700

ponent parameters corresponding to the liquid are computed. With respect701

to the binary interaction parameters, a correlation has been proposed from702

three discrete values [7], even though it is only valid for temperature values703

ranging from 293.15 K to 313.15 K. Consequently, it has been decided to704

consider kij = 0.05, i 6= j.705

Once all fixed parameters are computed, the iterative process starts.706

1. A value for the pressure is chosen, p1, and the coefficients of the cubic707

equation are obtained. As f̂ εk = f̂ εk(Xk, p, T ), temperature but also708

liquid composition Xk do not vary in each iteration.709

2. Vapor composition is computed, Yk = KkXk, where Kk is the equi-710

librium constant of the specie k. The value corresponding to the first711

iteration is approximated by means of Wilson equation [33]. As vapor712

composition is known, it is possible to compute the multicomponent713

parameters corresponding to the liquid.714

3. Liquid and vapor compressibility factors are obtained by solving the715

corresponding cubic equations. It is important to remark that the716

roots of each equation can be one real and two complex conjugate or717

three reals. In the first case the choice is immediate, while in the second718

one it has to be taken into account that the root with higher value is719

related to the vapor, the intermediate represents an unstable state and720

the lower one is related to the liquid.721
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4. Fugacity coefficients of both phases are computed. Moreover, as f̂ lk =722

Xkφ̂lkp and f̂ vk = Ykφ̂vkp, fugacities of both phases can be directly ob-723

tained.724

5. It has to be checked if (B.1) is verified or not. This can be numerically
expressed as follows:

n∑
k=1

(
1− f̂ lk

f̂ vk

)
< ε, (B.7)

where ε ' 10−12. If the condition (B.7) is fulfilled, equilibrium com-725

putation is over and p1 is the saturation pressure, psat, while Yk is the726

vapor composition in equilibrium with the liquid of composition Xk.727

6. If the value p1 is not correct, a new value p2 is chosen. As in equilibrium728

we have f̂ lk = f̂ vk = φ̂kYkp:729

n∑
k=1

Yk =
n∑
k=1

f̂k
l

φ̂vkp
=

1

p

n∑
k=1

f̂k
l

φ̂vk
= 1, (B.8)

so pressure can be adjusted as follows:730

p(r+1) =

[
n∑
k=1

f̂ lk

φ̂vk

]
(r)

= p(r)

[
n∑
k=1

Xkφ̂lk
φ̂vk

]
(r)

= p(r)

[
n∑
k=1

XkKk

]
(r)

(B.9)

where r is the iteration number and Kk = φ̂lk/φ̂
v
k is the equilibrium731

constant, which is modified at each iteration. The number of iterations732

needed to verify equation (B.7) are done.733

To conclude, it is important to note that the results obtained from the734

present approximation agree with the available experimental data [7, 24, 34].735
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END

Write Yk, psat, Ẑ l, Ẑv

n∑
k=1

(
1− f̂

l
k

f̂ vk

)
< ε?

Kk(r+1)
=Kk(r)

f̂ lk

f̂ vk

Compute f̂ lk

Compute Ẑ l

Liquid EOS

Compute f̂ vk

Compute Ẑv

Vapor EOS

Yk=KkXk

Estimation of Kk

Inputs: Xk, p1, T

Component properties

START

NO

YES

Figure 20: Block diagram of the equilibrium computation function. Adapted from [10]

Appendix B.4. Validity of the model736

The accuracy of the proposed model is limited by the critical temperature737

of the mixture. As Table B.5 shows, Halon 1301 critical temperature Tcrh =738

340.15 K, so the code firex upm is not assumed to be valid for temperature739

values near or above Tcrh .740

Furthermore, nitrogen critical temperature Tcrn = 126.6 K < Tcrh , so the741

range of validity is reduced if Xn is increased. In the three considered cases,742

Figure B.20 shows the existence of a point where the slope of the saturation743
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pressure changes from positive to negative values. Moreover, when nitrogen744

is present in the mixture, the curve is characterised by the presence of a745

discontinuity around the critical point.746

Figure B.20: Saturation pressure of the mixture near the critical temperature

Appendix C. Physical properties747

The final appendix deals with the physical properties of the problem.748

The expressions as a function of temperature are given in Appendix C.1;749

then, they are validated for certain temperatures by comparing them with750

the values given by PubChem data repository in Appendix C.2, and, finally,751

mixture rules are explained in Appendix C.3.752

Appendix C.1. Values as a function of temperature near the critical point753

The expressions of the transport properties as a function of temperature754

have been obtained from the ones used in the code FirEx–BST [30]. Tcrh is755

given in Table B.5.756
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ch =7.668 · 102 − 8.831 · 10−1T0 + 4.109 · 10−3T 2
0 (J/(kg ·K))

cph =2.445 · 102 + 4.807 · 102

(
7.284 · 102

T0 sinh(7.284 · 102/T0)

)2

+

+ 3.069 · 102

(
3.248 · 102

T0 cosh(3.248 · 102/T0)

)2

(J/(kg ·K))

cpn =1040 (J/(kg ·K))

cvh =cph −
R

Wh

(J/(kg ·K))

cvn =cpn −
R

Wn

(J/(kg ·K))

Lv =1.665 · 105
(

1− T0
Tcrh

)0.353
(J/kg)

µhl = exp
(
− 4.671 +

4.783 · 102

T0
− 9.996 · 10−1 log T0

)
(Pa · s)

µhv =
1.682 · 10−5T 0.209

0

1 + 7.633 · 102/T0
(Pa · s)

µn =3.098 · 10−6 + 4.937 · 10−8T0 (Pa · s)

σ =5.453 · 10−2
(

1− T0
Tcrh

)1.244
(N/m)

(C.1)

(C.2)

(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.5)

(C.6)

(C.7)

(C.8)

(C.9)

(C.10)

Appendix C.2. Validation757

In this section the values given by the previous expressions are validated.758

This will be done by taking as a reference the values available at PubChem759

data repository [26]. All values are taken at T0 = 298.15 K, except from Lv760

(215.4 K) and µn (300.15 K). The units of all parameters are given in the761

corresponding expression from Appendix C.1, and CP≡ Constant pressure.762

Symbol Parameter PubChem firex upm

ch Halon 1301 liquid specific heat 870.272 868.767

cph Halon 1301 vapor specific heat at CP 468.608 465.541

cph Nitrogen specific heat at CP 1040 1040

Lv Latent heat of vaporization 1.187 · 105 1.169 · 105
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µhl Halon 1301 liquid viscosity 1.57 · 10−4 1.57 · 10−4

µhv Halon 1301 vapor viscosity 1.54 · 10−5 1.55 · 10−5

µn Nitrogen viscosity 1.79 · 10−5 1.79 · 10−5

σ Halon 1301 surface tension 0.004 0.004

Table C.6: Validation of physical parameters

Appendix C.3. Mixture rules763

A mole-averaged approach is proposed for the multispecies gas; in detail,764

for the specific heat at constant volume and viscosity, the latter being used765

in the calculation of the Reynolds number (14):766

µg = Xh0µhv + (1−Xh0)µn; cv = Xh0cvh + (1−Xh0)cvn , (C.11)

while in the case of the multicomponent mixture, viscosity is volume767

averaged:768

µg = Xh0µhl + (1−Xh0)µn. (C.12)
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